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Earth Expressions
30. Moving heaven and…earth

31. That covers a lot of…ground

32. A drop in the…ocean; bucket

33. Pushing up…daisies

34. From the four corners of…the earth; the
world

35. From the ground…up

36. God willing and the creek don’t…rise

37. Come down to…earth

38. She has several irons in…the fire

39. He hit pay…dirt

40. Hit the ground…running

41. In your neck of the…woods

42. Get in on the ground…floor

43. It’s downhill from…here

44. It takes all kinds to make a…world

45. It’s a jungle out…there

46. Get the lay of the…land

47. How’s the world been…treating you?

48. That will make a world of…difference

49. Make like a tree and…leave

50. Landslide…victory

51. No earthly…reason

52. He was rooted to the…spot

53. Get down to the nitty-…gritty

54. Let nature take…its course

55. Gilding the…lily

56. He sold you down the…river

57. A shrinking…violet

  1. I worship the ground she…walks on

  2. This is not the end of the…world

  3. Worth its weight in…gold

  4. Make your own way in the…world

  5. It’s not written in…stone

  6. An uphill…battle; struggle

  7. The two people are worlds…apart

  8. Live within a stone’s…throw

  9. That will just add fuel to the…fire;
flame

10. Put roots…down

11. As big as all…outdoors

12. Wither on the…vine

13. When the dust…settles

14. Where on God’s green…earth

15. Between a rock and…a hard place

16. A voice crying in the…wilderness

17. Blow off some…steam

18. Stick in the…mud

19. Turn on the water…works

20. Turn over a new…leaf

21. Treat like the scum of…the earth

22. It’s the tip of the…iceberg

23. To the ends of the…earth

24. Where there’s smoke, there’s…fire

25. Answering the call of…nature

26. The coast is…clear

27. She came down in the…world

28. Come out of left…field

29. Come out smelling like…a rose
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